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Today, Sun moved to Gemini (Mithun) ending its one month long transit in Taurus (Vrishabh).
Gemini sign is already under a lot of pressure due to the double effect of Ketu's transit in it and
the tenth aspect of Saturn on it from Virgo (Kanya). This pressure will remain high till Ketu
leaves Mithun Rashi after one year, on 6th June 2011. 

Owing to this double effect of Saturn and Ketu any planet which enters Gemini is unable to give
its positive results freely. It too comes under pressure from these two planets. The previous
transit of Venus was in this sign ruled by Mercury and we had seen some big setbacks and
losses related to the industries ruled by Venus, like the airlines and the hospitality industry. 
  
Now, as Sun enters Mithun rashi, it too comes under this severe pointed influence of Ketu and
Saturn. It will be quite troublesome for almost everyone as this transit of Sun is affecting all
signs negatively. It is advisable for all to be extra careful about their finances and health till Sun
is in transit in Gemini. Surya leaves this sign of Mithun on 16th July 2010.

This transit will bring difficulties in governance in all nations. Banking rules and regulations will
be challenged and changed. The nations facing economic downslide can face further
deterioration in the situation in next one month. Social spending and welfare will also take a hit
in these nations. For India, the real estate related rules and regulations will become tougher and
some additional taxes may be imposed or existing taxes increased on the real estate industry. 

During this one month long transit of Sun in Gemini Mercury will change two signs. First, it will
enter Gemini and will join Sun on 22nd June 2010. Then, it will increase speed due to its
proximity to Sun and it will enter Cancer on 6th July 2010. Venus will change one sign, will enter
Leo (Simha) on 5th July 2010, during next one month. 

This transit will have following effect on the twelve moon signs and ascendants:

1. Aries - Mesh: Students will face education related setbacks. Problems in existing job. Change
in Job. Health issues to parents. Legal problems reated to real estate. 

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Sale of real estate at a lesser profit. Family disputes related to property.
Health problems related to heart.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Health problems like headaches, fevers and heart trouble. Loss of business
due to risky behaviour. Disputes with siblings.

4. Cancer - Karka: Loss of money. Banking and investments related problems. Health issues
related to bones and joints and digestion.

5. Leo - Simha: Pains and injuries to limbs. Monetary gains. Severing of relations with close
friends. 

6. Virgo - Kanya: Health problems to parents. Legal problems. Business losses due to irrational
decisions. Big investments in business.
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7. Libra - Tula: Good business gains from foreign places. Unnecessary travels. Health problems
during travels. 

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Serious and sudden problems in job and business. Unexpected changes
in work. Health problems to parents. Health issues related to eyes, digestive system and skin to
self. 

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Conflicts in marital life and business partnerships. Health problems
related to sexual organs and intestines. Business gains due to unexpected help from strangers
and foreigners.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Increased competition at work. Injuries due to accidents or attacks by
enemies. Health problems related to bones and joints. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Health problems to children. Slight setbacks in business due to
government regulations and legal problems. Setting up of a strong business partnership or
collaboration. 

12. Pisces - Meen: Change of residence. Damages to vehicle. Legal issues related to real
estate and vehicle. Cardiac problems. 
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